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ABSTRACT
Transitionalmillisecond pulsars aremillisecond pulsars that switch between a rotation-powered
millisecond pulsar state and an accretion-powered X-ray binary state, and are thought to be an
evolutionary stage between neutron star low-mass X-ray binaries and millisecond pulsars. So
far, only three confirmed systems have been identified in addition to a handful of candidates.
We present the results of a multi-wavelength study of the low-mass X-ray binary NGC 6652B
in the globular cluster NGC 6652, including simultaneous radio and X-ray observations taken
by the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array and the Chandra X-ray Observatory, and optical
spectroscopy and photometry. This source is the second brightest X-ray source in NGC 6652
(𝐿X ∼1.8 × 1034 erg s−1) and is known to be variable. We observe several X-ray flares over the
duration of ourX-ray observations, in addition to persistent radio emission and occasional radio
flares. Simultaneous radio and X-ray data show no clear evidence of anti-correlated variability.
Optical spectra of NGC 6652B indicate variable, broad H 𝛼 emission which transitions from
double-peaked emission to absorption over a time-scale of hours. We consider a variety of
possible explanations for the source behaviour, and conclude that based on the radio and X-ray
luminosities, short time-scale variability and X-ray flaring, and optical spectra, NGC 6652B
is best explained as a transitional millisecond pulsar candidate that displays prolonged X-ray
flaring behaviour. However, this could only be confirmed with observations of a change to the
rotation-powered millisecond pulsar state.

Key words: accretion, accretion discs – stars: neutron – globular clusters: individual: NGC
6652 – X-rays: binaries

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Transitional millisecond pulsars

Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) are binary systems containing
a compact object, black hole (BH) or neutron star (NS), accreting
from a low mass (𝑀𝑐 < 1M�) companion star. NS LMXBs are
responsible for the creation of millisecond pulsars (MSPs), old,

★ E-mail: a.paduano@postgrad.curtin.edu.au

“dead” radio pulsars recycled through accretion from a companion
star (Alpar et al. 1982). In most cases the resultant system ends up
with a spin period of a few milliseconds, and such systems form
some of the most stable clocks in the Universe.

This link between LMXBs and MSPs was indicated by the de-
tections of accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars, in particular SAX
J1808.4-3658 (Wĳnands & van der Klis 1998), before being con-
firmed by the discovery of transitional millisecond pulsars (tMSPs,
Archibald et al. 2009) which provide an insight into the end of this
recycling process. tMSPs are MSPs that switch between a rotation-
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powered radio pulsar state and a sub-luminous LMXB state, and
are progenitor systems to MSPs. There are currently only three
confirmed tMSPs: PSR J1023+0038 (hereafter J1023; Archibald
et al. 2009; Stappers et al. 2014), IGR J18245-2452 also known as
M28I in the globular cluster M28 (Papitto et al. 2013), and XSS
J12270-4859 (Bassa et al. 2014). In addition to the three confirmed
tMSPs, there are also a handful of candidate systems that display
observational properties similar to tMSPs, but are yet to have an
observed state change (e.g., Bogdanov & Halpern 2015; Rea et al.
2017; Bahramian et al. 2018b; Coti Zelati et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020;
Miller et al. 2020). It is worth noting that all three confirmed tM-
SPs are redback pulsar systems, MSPs with a companion of mass
0.2 − 0.5 M� , which is being ablated by the pulsar wind (Strader
et al. 2019).

In the radio pulsar state tMSPs display typical redback pulsar
properties. Radio pulsations can be detected (Archibald et al. 2009;
Papitto et al. 2013), and the X-ray luminosity (𝐿X) from these
sources is faint (𝐿X . 1032 erg s−1; Linares 2014). In the sub-
luminous disc state, these radio pulsations become undetectable as
seen by Stappers et al. (2014), and are instead replaced with bright,
flat-spectrum radio continuum emission (Hill et al. 2011; Deller
et al. 2015), although this emission has not been observed in this
state for M28I. The X-ray emission in this state becomes brighter
(𝐿X ∼ 1033 erg s−1; Bogdanov et al. 2015), and the gamma-ray flux
of these systems has been observed to increase by at least a factor of
five relative to the pulsar state (Stappers et al. 2014; Johnson et al.
2015).

A property of this low-level accretion state is the bimodal dis-
tribution of the X-ray flux of these systems, alternating between an
X-ray high and low mode on a sub-hour time-scale, with occasional
flares up to 𝐿X ∼ 1034 erg s−1 in the high mode (de Martino et al.
2013; Bogdanov et al. 2015). It was observed that there is a distinct
anti-correlation between the radio and X-ray luminosity of J1023
during this state, which is thought to be due to the active pulsar
(Bogdanov et al. 2018). Further studies of J1023 have also shown
that it exhibits optical pulsations, which are possibly powered by
the pulsar magnetosphere (Ambrosino et al. 2017).

The anti-correlation between radio and X-ray luminosities also
has consequences for placing tMSPs on the radio–X-ray luminosity
plane. The radio–X-ray luminosity correlation between accreting
BHs and NSs has been studied previously, and it is known that black
hole X-ray binaries (BHXBs) display a higher radio luminosity
compared to accreting NSs at similar X-ray luminosities (Fender &
Kuulkers 2001; Fender et al. 2003; Gallo et al. 2003; Maccarone
2005;Migliari & Fender 2006). As such, by plotting a source’s radio
luminosity against its X-ray luminosity, some cautious guesses can
be made as to the nature of the accreting compact companion.
tMSPs on average are less radio bright than accreting BHs at the
same X-ray luminosity (e.g., Deller et al. 2015; Bogdanov et al.
2018; Papitto et al. 2013; de Martino et al. 2013; Bassa et al. 2014),
and lie below the accreting BH correlation of 𝐿R ∝ 𝐿0.6X (Gallo et al.
2014). However, during a low X-ray mode, tMSPs can venture onto
this track (as seen in the case of J1023 by Bogdanov et al. 2018),
making it difficult to distinguish between an accreting BH and a
tMSP based on radio and X-ray luminosity measurements alone.
Additional multi-wavelength observations, such as radial velocity
analyses of optical spectroscopic observations, help to alleviate this
limitation.

1.2 NGC 6652B

NGC 6652 is a globular cluster with amass of 5.2 × 104M� located
at a distance of 10 kpc (Harris 1996; Baumgardt et al. 2019). It
contains one bright LMXB (XB 1832-330 with 𝐿X ∼ 1036 erg
s−1), in addition to several other lower luminosity X-ray binaries
(Heinke et al. 2001; Stacey et al. 2012).

NGC 6652B is the second brightest X-ray source in the cluster
(𝐿X ∼ 4 × 1034 erg s−1) and was first identified in optical studies
of the cluster in 1998 by Deutsch et al. (1998) as star 49, a faint,
blue object that was proposed as an optical counterpart to XB 1832-
330. SubsequentChandra observations of the cluster confirmed that
it was not the optical counterpart to XB 1832-330, but rather the
counterpart to a new, faint LMXB (source B, Heinke et al. 2001).

Strong optical variability from the source has been observed
(Deutsch et al. 2000), although the claimed periodicity of this vari-
ability (∼ 45 minutes) has been disputed (Heinke et al. 2001). Ob-
servations by Engel et al. (2012) showed optical variations by up to
1 magnitude in the g’-band on time-scales of hundreds of seconds.
This strong blue variability also means that the apparent location of
the optical counterpart on the main sequence is questionable.

Significant X-ray variability over similar time-scales has also
been observed, in addition to evidence of X-ray spectral variability
(Coomber et al. 2011; Stacey et al. 2012). The measured values of
the hydrogen column density (𝑁H) are consistent with the cluster
foreground, and too low for obscuration by a disc to cause this
spectral variation, with Stacey et al. (2012) suggesting that the cause
of this variation is due to the propeller effect (Illarionov & Sunyaev
1975). This is a scenario that arises when the magnetic field of
the neutron star creates a centrifugal barrier that prevents accretion
onto the neutron star surface. NGC 6652B is loosely classified as
a very faint X-ray transient (VFXT), defined as a transient with a
peak X-ray luminosity < 1036 erg s−1 (Heinke et al. 2015).

In this paper, we present simultaneous Chandra and Karl G.
Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) observations of this source taken
as follow-up observations for the MAVERIC (Milky-way ATCA
and VLA Exploration of Radio-sources in Clusters) survey (Tudor
et al., in prep.; Shishkovsky et al. 2020; Bahramian et al. 2020), in
addition to simultaneous optical observations with Gemini North
and optical spectroscopy obtained using the Southern Astrophysical
Research Telescope (SOAR) 4m telescope. Based on the hard X-ray
emission, variable H 𝛼 emission, and brighter than expected radio
luminosity for a neutron star, we conclude that NGC 6652B is a
tMSP candidate.

This paper is organised as follows. § 2 presents the data re-
duction and analysis methods, and the results are stated in § 3. § 4
presents a discussion of the results and interpretations as to the
nature of NGC 6652B.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The MAVERIC survey consists of a deep radio continuum survey
of 50 Galactic globular clusters performed using the ATCA and the
VLA (Tremou et al. 2018; Shishkovsky et al. 2020, Tudor et al., in
prep.). This is accompanied by a Chandra/ACIS catalogue of X-ray
sources in 38 Galactic globular clusters (Bahramian et al. 2020).

As part of this survey, the cluster NGC 6652 was observed by
the ATCA for a total of 26.1 hr over three observing runs on 2015
April 19, 2015 June 21, and 2015 June 22 under the project code
C2877. From these observations, a radio source at the position of the
X-ray source NGC 6652Bwas identified (Tudor et al., in prep.). This
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Chandra and VLA observations of NGC 6652B 3

Observatory/Inst. Obs. ID Date Duration
VLA (B configuration) 16A-325 2016 May 27 0.75 hr

2016 May 29 0.75 hr
2016 June 08 0.75 hr
2016 June 11 0.67 hr

VLA (C configuration) SI0399 2017 May 22 2.75 hr
Chandra /ACIS 18987 2017 May 22 10 ks
Gemini-North/AcqCam GN-2017A-DD-7 2017 May 22 0.92 hr
SOAR/Goodman - 2015 May 24 0.5 hr

2015 May 28 1.83 hr
2015 Aug 08 0.67 hr

Table 1. The multi-wavelength data used in this study.

source has an average 9 GHz radio flux density of 76 ± 4 µJy, and
an inverted spectral index of 𝛼 = 0.38± 0.13 (𝑆a ∝ a𝛼). To further
investigate this source, we performed simultaneous radio and X-ray
observations using the VLA and the Chandra X-ray Observatory.
The data used in this paper are listed in Table 1, and in the following
sections we describe the data reduction.

2.1 Follow-up radio data

We observed NGC 6652B a total of five times with the VLA over
the course of a year under two different project codes. The first
set of observations under project code 16A-325 consists of four
epochs of observations: three 0.75 hour observations on 2016 May
27, 2016 May 29, and 2016 June 8, and one 0.67 hour observation
on 2016 June 11. The array was in the B configuration for these
observations, and the target source was observed at C band with
two 2 GHz basebands centred at 5.0 GHz and 7.0 GHz respectively.
The flux density and bandpass calibrator for these observations was
3C48, and the complex gain calibrator was J1820-2528.

In addition to these four epochs, we observed NGC 6652Bwith
the VLA on 2017 May 22 from 08:09-11:32 UTC under the project
code SI0399, giving an on-target time of 2.75 hours. This observa-
tion was performed simultaneously with X-ray observations of the
source made using the Chandra X-ray Observatory. The array was
in the C configuration, and the target source was observed at X band
with two 2 GHz basebands centred at 9.0 and 11.0 GHz, respec-
tively. 3C286 was used as the flux density and bandpass calibrator,
and J1820-2528 was used as the complex gain calibrator.

The data were imported into the CommonAstronomy Software
Application (casa; McMullin et al. 2007) for data reduction and
imaging. The data were reduced using the VLA casa calibration
pipeline version 5.6.2-3, which automatically flags and calibrates
the data. Any remaining spurious data were manually flagged from
the dataset before the calibration pipeline was re-run. Imaging was
performed with the tclean task using Briggs weighting with a
robust parameter of 0 to balance sensitivity and resolution. The flux
density and position of the target source were determined using the
casa task imfit. The rms, clean beam size, and measured flux
densities of NGC 6652B are shown in Table 2. This image is shown
in Figure 1.

2.2 X-ray data

NGC 6652B was observed with the Chandra X-ray Observatory on
2017 May 22 from 08:14-11:43 UTC during observing cycle 18
under the observation ID 18987, giving an exposure time of 10 ks.
This observation was simultaneous with a radio observation with
the VLA (§ 2.1). The observations were performed in Faint mode

Date Band 𝐵maj 𝐵min 𝐵pa rms Flux density
(′′) (′′) (°) (µJy/bm) (µJy)

2016 May 27 C 2.81 0.73 21.98 9.41 46.3 ± 6.9
2016 May 29 C 2.89 0.74 23.72 8.04 39.6 ± 5.8
2016 June 08 C 2.66 0.73 19.49 8.81 69.9 ± 6.6
2016 June 11 C 2.50 0.75 17.62 8.82 88.4 ± 6.8
2017 May 22 X 3.89 1.38 1.51 3.73 79.2 ± 2.2

Table 2. The FWHM of the clean beam, consisting of the semi-major axis
(𝐵maj), the semi-minor axis (𝐵min), and position angle (𝐵pa), and the cen-
tral rms of the five VLA observations observations. The flux density of
NGC 6652B and the frequency band of each observation are also listed. C
band corresponds to 4-8 GHz and X band corresponds to 8-12 GHz.

using ACIS-S and the target was positioned on chip S3 using a
custom subarray of 128 rows to reduce pileup.

For data processing and analysis, we used ciao 4.12.1 and
caldb 4.9.3 (Fruscione et al. 2006). The 0.3-10 keV image is
shown in Figure 1. The Chandra data were reprocessed using
chandra_repro, and dmextract was used to extract a light curve
binned at 200 s from the data in the 0.3-10 keV energy range. Source
and background spectra were extracted using specextract, with
source and background regions chosen to avoid contamination by
the bright LMXB XB 1832-330. A circular extraction region with
a radius of 2′′ was used for the source, and an annulus with an
inner radius of 2.5′′ and an outer radius of 7′′ was used for the
background. Spectral analysis was performed using xspec 12.11
(Arnaud 1996).

2.3 Optical data

2.3.1 Photometry

Optical observations of NGC 6652Bwere obtained with the Gemini
North Acquisition Camera on 2017May 22 from 10:35-11:30 UTC,
giving 55 minutes of observations that were simultaneous with the
VLA and Chandra. The observations were taken with the V filter
under the project code GN-2017A-DD-7, and consisted of 1332
2 s snapshots for the purpose of fast photometry. The data were
reduced using the python package ccdproc (Craig et al. 2017)
and astrometrically aligned for stacking and further analysis. For
fast photometry and searching for variations, we used the software
package isis 2.2 (Alard & Lupton 1998; Alard 2000). This image is
shown in Figure 1.

2.3.2 Spectroscopy

Weobtained spectra ofNGC6652B using SOAR/Goodman on three
different nights: 2015 May 24, 2015 May 28, and 2015 Aug 18.
All observations used a 400 l mm−1 grating and a 0.84′′ longslit,
yielding a resolution of about 5.0 Å full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) over a nominal wavelength range∼ 3000–7000 Å (though
the signal below ∼ 3800 Å is very low). On 2015 May 24 we
obtained a pair of 15-min exposures. On 2015 May 28 we first
obtained a pair of 15-min exposures before taking two pairs of 20-
min exposures, for six spectra total during this night. We obtained
a final pair of 20-min exposures on 2015 Aug 18.

The spectra were all reduced and optimally extracted in the
usual manner, and wavelength-calibrated using FeAr arc lamp ex-
posures obtained immediately following the science spectra. Helio-
centric velocity corrections were calculated using iraf (Tody 1986;
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Tody 1993) using the package rvcorrect and applied to the spec-
tra. We searched for variability between the spectra and also stacked
them to increase the signal-to-noise ratio for possible features orig-
inating from the accretion disc.

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Searching for correlated variability in the radio and
X-ray bands

To investigatewhether there is any correlated variability between the
radio and X-ray bands in NGC 6652B, we extracted a background
subtracted light curve with a binning of 200 s in the 0.3-10 keV
energy range from the Chandra X-ray data. This is shown in the top
panel of Figure 2. The source shows variability over a time-scale
of a few hours, with several flaring events with count rates > 0.1
counts/s present in the light curve. The fractional RMS variability
amplitude for the X-ray light curve is 0.598, implying that the X-ray
emission from the source is variable. The average 1-10 keV X-ray
flux during this observation is 1.5 ± 0.1 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2.

The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the light curve extracted
from the simultaneous VLA radio observation. This observation
was split into several bins with a width of 200 s to match the timing
resolution of the Chandra light curve and each bin was imaged.
The task imfit was used to extract the flux density from these
images. The fractional RMS variability for the radio light curve is
0.316, implying moderate variability. The average 10 GHz radio
flux density of the source during this observation is 79.2 ± 2.2 µJy.

We calculated the Z-transformed discrete correlation function1
(ZDCF;Alexander 1997) of the two light curves to determine if there
was any (anti-)correlation between them. The ZDCFwas performed
with a 200 s time bin. This cross-correlation function is shown in
the top panel of Figure 3. To estimate the uncertainty on the cross-
correlation function, we simulated 1000 light curves with the same
power spectrum as the data, and calculated the ZDCF for each pair
of simulated light curves. From this, we determined the 95% and
99% confidence intervals on the cross-correlation function. This
showed that there is no clear correlation between the simultaneous
radio and X-ray light curves to > 99% confidence.

To investigate the behaviour of the source both during and
outside an X-ray flaring event, we binned the X-ray and radio data
based on periods of high (>0.09 counts/s) and low (≤ 0.09 counts/s)
X-ray counts. From this we calculated the corresponding X-ray
fluxes, using X-ray spectroscopy (see § 3.3), and radio flux densities
for these time periods. These results are shown in Table 3. By
assuming the distance to the cluster NGC 6652 to be 10 kpc (Harris
1996) and using a radio spectral index of 0.38±0.13 forNGC6652B,
as measured in the originalMAVERIC survey (Tudor et al., in prep),
the 5 GHz radio luminosities and 1-10 keV X-ray luminosities were
calculated, and the source was plotted on the radio–X-ray plane for
accreting systems for different X-ray count rates (Figure 4). These
radio and X-ray luminosities place NGC 6652B near the radio–X-
ray correlation for accreting BHs (Gallo et al. 2014). Furthermore,
NGC 6652B appears to show enhanced radio luminosity during
periods of low X-ray counts and vice versa during our observations,
however this behaviour only appears when considering the average
flux densities during periods of high and low X-ray counts, that is

1 https://webhome.weizmann.ac.il/home/tal/zdcf2.html

the values shown in Table 3. However, as shown through the cross-
correlation analysis, there is no correlation to > 99% confidence in
the 200 s binned radio and X-ray light curves.

3.2 Longer term radio behaviour

The additional 4-8 GHz VLA observations taken a year before
the simultaneous observations provide an opportunity to study the
longer term radio behaviour of NGC 6652B. The measured 9 GHz
flux density of the source in the original MAVERIC survey data
from 2015 is 76 ± 4 µJy. The flux densities from our 4-8 GHz
observations and 8-12 GHz observations were measured using the
CASA task IMFIT and are shown in Table 2. The four 4-8 GHz
observations show that the 6 GHz flux density of the source ranges
between 40 and 88 µJy over the course of two weeks. The 8-12 GHz
observation taken a year later showed the source with a 10 GHz flux
density of 79.2 ± 2.2 µJy. Only moderate variations by a factor of
∼ 2 are seen, at similar levels to the variation seen within the radio
light curve of the X band observation.

3.3 X-ray spectroscopy

X-ray spectra of NGC 6652B were extracted for intervals of high
(>0.09 counts/s) and low (≤ 0.09 counts/s) X-ray counts, and for
the entire observation using specextract, with the source spectra
binned to have 20 counts per bin. xspec 12.11 (Arnaud 1996) was
used for spectral analysis, assuming Wilms et al. (2000) abundance
of elements and 𝜒2 statistics for inference. Previous X-ray spectral
analysis of NGC 6652B has been done in-depth by Stacey et al.
(2012). From a 47.5 ks Chandra observation, a variety of spectral
models were fit to the spectrum of NGC 6652B, and it was found
that a power-law model is a good fit to the data. In light of this,
we preliminarily fit each spectrum with an absorbed power law
model (tbabs × pegpwrlw), which indicated varying values of the
hydrogen column density (𝑁H) between high and low X-ray counts,
suggesting the presence of intrinsic absorption in the system. We
also investigated whether our data were affected by pileup. For a
1/8 subarray we calculated the pileup to be < 5%, and verified this
by including pileup in our spectral models, where it had a minimal
impact on the fitted parameters.

To investigate the change in column density, we fit the high and
lowX-ray count rate spectra with an absorbed power lawmodel with
an additional absorption parameter to account for a possible intrinsic
absorption (tbabs × tbabs × pegpwrlw). Foreground reddening
in the direction of NGC 6652 is 𝐸 (𝐵−𝑉) = 0.09 (Harris 1996), and
using the relations calculated by Bahramian et al. (2015) and Foight
et al. (2016), we estimated the column density to the cluster to be
7.8 × 1020 cm−2.We set the first absorption component in themodel
to this value (representing the cluster foreground absorption), and
allowed the second absorption parameter to vary to test the presence
of intrinsic absorption. These results are shown in Table 3.

The spectra are hard (Γ ∼ 1.3), indicating non-thermal emis-
sion is present, with the low count rate spectrum indicating slightly
harder emission (Γ ∼ 1.1). The measured photon indices are consis-
tent within uncertainties. While the values of our second absorption
parameter are consistent with zero for both the high and low X-ray
count rates, we note that to a ≥ 1 𝜎 level the low count rate value
is inconsistent with zero, indicating that there is marginal evidence
for intrinsic absorption. This is highlighted in the contour plots for
the high and low count rate spectra, shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 1. The 10 GHz VLA image (top left), the 0.3-10 keV Chandra image (top right), and the V filter Gemini image (bottom) of NGC 6652B and the
surrounding field. NGC 6652B is highlighted by the orange circle. The red and yellow circles indicate the core and half-light radii of the cluster NGC 6652
respectively.

X-ray count rate threshold Radio flux density Galactic 𝑁H Intrinsic 𝑁H Γ Unabsorbed flux 𝜒2a /d.o.f. N.H.P.
(counts/s) (µJy) (1022 cm−2) (1022 cm−2) (10−12 erg s−1 cm−2)
> 0.09 65.6 ± 3.8 (0.078) < 0.086∗ 1.45+0.15−0.13 2.29+0.19−0.24 0.70/26 0.868
≤ 0.09 86.4 ± 2.7 (0.078) < 0.611∗ 1.13+0.37−0.33 1.14+0.22−0.19 0.38/13 0.976
Average 79.2 ± 2.2 (0.078) < 0.166∗ 1.32+0.17−0.12 1.52+0.14−0.14 0.72/41 0.912

Table 3. The results of the X-ray spectral fitting and the measured radio flux densities in the different X-ray count rate regimes. The radio flux densities are
measured at 10 GHz, and the radio uncertainties reported are the 1𝜎 values. All other uncertainties are reported at 90% confidence for a single parameter of
interest. The values in parentheses indicated values that were frozen when fitting. The absorption column indicates the second absorption parameter included
to test for intrinsic absorption, and the * indicates a 2.706 Δ𝜒2 upper limit to these values (equivalent to a 90% confidence region for a single parameter of
interest). The unabsorbed flux is in the 1-10 keV band. N.H.P. is the null hypothesis probability of the fit, where the null hypothesis is that the data is drawn
from the model, meaning a higher probability is better.
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Figure 2. Top: The Chandra background subtracted light curve extracted in the 0.3-10 keV energy band with a binning of 200 s. This light curve is shown in
black. The grey light curve shows the same data with a binning of 100 s. Numerous X-ray flares are seen over the duration of the observation. Bottom: The 8-12
GHz VLA light curve with a binning of 200 s. Some radio flares are visible in the later half of the observation.

3.4 Optical spectroscopy

We obtained ten optical spectra of NGC 6652B using the Good-
man spectrograph on the SOAR 4 m telescope. These spectra are
shown in Figure 6. An inspection of these spectra shows some stel-
lar absorption features and some variable emission features typical
of accreting X-ray binary systems. At ∼ 4300Å the G-band ab-
sorption feature is seen. The G-band is an absorption band due
to the CH molecule, and is a feature of early F to early K-type
stars. Other metallic absorption features are seen at ∼ 4530Å (Fe
i), ∼ 5180Å (Mg i) and ∼ 5900Å (Na i doublet). The absorption
line at ∼ 6290Å is potentially due to molecular oxygen from the
Earth’s atmosphere, with further telluric absorption features seen
from 6850Å to 6930Å. The first four Balmer features are seen and
there is evidence of broad He i emission seen at ∼ 5875Å in some
of the spectra. The presence of the G-band, and the indicated metal-
lic absorption lines are consistent with an early to mid G-type star
(see § 4.1), however robust identification of the optical counterpart
is difficult due to potential contamination from the crowded region
around the source.

BroadH𝛼 emission lines are prominent in the first four spectra,
indicating that this source is most likely an accreting binary system
(Casares 2015, 2016). While for bona fide quiescent X-ray binaries,
the relations of Casares (2015, 2016) can be used to estimate the
projected radial velocity amplitude and the binary mass ratios us-
ing emission lines, these correlations have not been established to
work for brighter objects, and do rely on the ionisation profile of
the accretion disc being relatively similar to that of a quiescent sys-
tem’s accretion disc. Furthermore, the mass ratio estimates require
averaging carefully over orbital phase, and with relatively strong
variability, as we see for NGC 6652B, far more spectra are needed
to give an appropriately weighted average of the data. Thus, this

is not an appropriate situation for these correlations to be imple-
mented.

The H 𝛼 emission over our ten observations is shown in Fig-
ure 7. Prominent double-peaked emission features are seen over the
two spectra taken on May 24 2015. This emission feature is also
seen in the first two spectra taken on May 28 2015, although only
one peak is seen. Between 06:13 and 08:11 on May 28 2015, the
emission feature disappears and is replaced with an absorption fea-
ture, indicating a change in the source over a time-scale of less than
two hours. The absorption feature persists for the rest of the spectra.
This behaviour is also seen in the H 𝛽, H 𝛾, H 𝛿, and He i lines.

3.5 Optical photometry

We obtained 55 minutes of optical observations with the Gemini
North Acquisition Camera that were simultaneous with our radio
and X-ray observations to search for variations in the V filter of
NGC 6652B. The duration of each exposure was 2 s. The image
subtraction software isis was used to extract the light curves of
the source and three non-varying check sources in the field. The
region near the source is crowded by bright, nearby sources, and the
source is located in the point-spread function of a bright source, as
highlighted by the image shown in Figure 1. Stacking the snapshots
to derive a deep image of the field shows that the source is not
detected down to a conservative V filter magnitude of ∼ 17.7.

4 DISCUSSION

We observed NGC 6652B simultaneously with Chandra and the
VLA to investigate the correlation between the radio and X-ray
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Figure 3. Top: The Z-transformed discrete correlation function of the radio
and X-ray light curves of NGC 6652B. The 95% and 99% confidence inter-
vals are shown as blue dotted and blue dashed lines respectively. No clear
correlation is seen to> 99% confidence.Bottom: TheZ-transformed discrete
correlation function of the radio and X-ray light curves of J1023+0038 for
two cases. The black line indicates the correlation function for the complete
dataset, where the significant radio and X-ray flares seen in the light curves
have been included in the dataset. In this complete dataset, no significant
anti-correlation is seen between the radio and X-ray light curves. The red
line indicates the correlation function for the dataset where the radio and X-
ray flares have been removed, to leave only the high and low mode data. The
blue dotted and dashed lines indicate the 95% and 99% confidence intervals
respectively for this “deflared” dataset. With the flares removed from the
dataset, anti-correlation is seen to > 99% confidence between the radio and
X-ray light curves in the high and low mode data. This is discussed further
in § 4.3.

behaviour of the source. Additional optical spectra obtained with
SOAR provided a means to characterise the optical counterpart,
and to search for signatures of accretion. These observations have
provided several clues as to the classification of the system and the
behaviours that are present.

Optical spectra obtainedwith SOARhave highlighted variation
in the H 𝛼 emission line, with a shift from double-peaked emission
to absorption over a time scale of two hours as shown in Figure 7.
Simultaneous radio and X-ray observations place NGC 6652B on
the track mostly occupied by accreting BHs on the radio–X-ray
luminosity plane (Figure 4), indicating that it has a higher radio

luminosity than typical accreting NSs of a similar X-ray luminosity.
Breaking these observations into intervals of high and low X-ray
count rates hints that radio luminosity may decrease as X-ray lumi-
nosity increases and vice versa. This behaviour is only present when
considering the average radio and X-ray luminosities during these
regimes, and cross-correlation analysis indicates that there is no
correlation between the simultaneous radio and X-ray light curves
shown in Figure 2 to > 99% confidence. X-ray spectral analysis
of NGC 6652B indicates a hard photon index (Γ ∼ 1.3), resulting
from non-thermal emission, and spectral fitting of the low count rate
regime highlights weak evidence for intrinsic absorption. These ob-
servational properties suggest that NGC 6652B is a dim variable
X-ray source, with moderately variable radio emission.

NGC 6652B has been the subject of previous X-ray obser-
vations with Chandra (Coomber et al. 2011; Stacey et al. 2012).
Through a 5 ks Chandra observation, Coomber et al. (2011) ob-
served rapid flaring variability of the source, with flares up to
𝐿𝑋 = 9 × 1034 erg s−1 persisting for several minutes. The hard-
ening of the X-ray emission during lower count rates suggested that
the variability seen is caused by obscuration by an accretion disc
with a high inclination angle. Stacey et al. (2012) further developed
the X-ray picture of NGC 6652B with a 47.5 ks observation of the
cluster. The variable, hard emission of the source was still present,
and the X-ray luminosity of the source suggested a NS primary.
A tentative increase in the column density 𝑁H during low count
rates was also observed, however it was concluded that this increase
in column density was not sufficient enough to decrease the count
rate, ruling out obscuration by the accretion disc as the cause of
the source’s variability. Instead, Stacey et al. (2012) suggested that
the variability of the source was due to the propeller effect, where
the rotating magnetosphere of the NS prevents accretion onto its
surface (Illarionov & Sunyaev 1975), and classified the source as a
very faint X-ray transient, due to its peak X-ray luminosity falling
in the range of 1034−36 erg s−1.

4.1 The companion star

The presence of the optical counterpart on the main sequence has
been noted in previous studies of the source. The optical counterpart
appears to fall on themain sequence inV-I and g-r colour-magnitude
diagrams (CMDs) of the cluster (Heinke et al. 2001; Engel et al.
2012), but to the blue side of the main sequence in a U-B CMD
(Deutsch et al. 1998). The position of the source on the cluster CMD
also rules out the possibility of a giant companion. The 1 magni-
tude variability, first seen by (Deutsch et al. 2000), was identified
as prohibiting the optical counterpart from actually being a main
sequence star as some component of the system must be heated by
X-rays, contributing a blue component to its colour (Heinke et al.
2001; Engel et al. 2012). The presence on the main sequence then
suggests that the donor may be a redder object, such as a subgiant
or red straggler star (Engel et al. 2012).

Based on the optical spectra shown in Figure 6, some con-
clusions can be made as to the nature of the companion star in
NGC 6652B. To investigate the star class of the companion, we
compared the stacked optical spectrum of NGC 6652B to exam-
ple stellar spectra for F, G and K-type main sequence stars from the
ESO library of stellar spectra2 based on the stellar spectra catalogue
produced by Pickles (1998). This comparison is shown in Figure 8.

2 Available from https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/
decommissioned/isaac/tools/lib.html
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From this comparison, we conclude that the most likely star
class for the companion is an early to mid G-type star. The presence
of the G-band means the star cannot be much cooler than a K2
star, and the other absorption features closely match what is seen
in G-type stars. However, we note that we cannot be completely
confident in this observational classification of the companion due
to the possibility of spectral contamination. NGC 6652B is located
in an optically crowded region, so it is possible that the absorption
lines seen in our optical spectra could be contaminated by nearby
bright sources. However, it is unlikely that there will be significant
contamination of the variable H 𝛼 emission as this would require
several accreting sources within close proximity of NGC 6652B.

If the optical companion to NGC 6652B is a G-type star, it
would be similar to that of J1023. J1023 contains a ∼ 0.2M� G-
type star that is been irradiated by the pulsar in the system (Archibald
et al. 2013). This source has also been observed to undergo spectral
type changes from G5 to F6 depending on the side of the star that
is observed (Shahbaz et al. 2019).

4.2 Potential source classifications for NGC 6652B

NGC 6652B is located within the half-light radius of the cluster,
and optical spectroscopy shows that the systematic velocity of the
H 𝛼 profile is consistent with the systematic velocity of the cluster
NGC 6652 and offset from the field stars in that direction, meaning
that it is unlikely to be a foreground star. The zero redshift of the
spectral lines shows that it is not a backgroundAGN.We identify the
star as ID number 1676 in the HUGS catalogue (their photometric
method 2) of Nardiello et al. (2018). Using proper motions between

ACS and WFC3 epochs, the cluster membership probability of the
star is estimated to be 97.8%, confirming that it is a cluster member.

There are many different types of X-ray sources within Galac-
tic globular clusters, such as cataclysmic variables (CVs) and active
binaries. CVs are prominent X-ray sources in clusters and can dis-
play X-ray variability. Three (rather extreme) examples of CVs are
shown in the radio-X-ray luminosity plane in Figure 4: AE Aqr, AR
Sco, and SS Cyg. The brightest of these in X-rays is SS Cyg with a
peak X-ray luminosity of ∼ 1032 erg s−1 (Russell et al. 2016), with
the other two sources having X-ray luminosities < 1031 erg s−1 (Er-
acleous et al. 1991; Abada-Simon et al. 1993; Marsh et al. 2016).
NGC 6652B has an average X-ray luminosity of ∼ 2 × 1034 erg s−1,
which is two orders of magnitude higher than the observed X-ray
luminosities of virtually all CVs other than intermediate polars
(IPs). Furthermore, NGC 6652B has an average radio luminosity
of ∼ 3 × 1028 erg s−1, which is an order of magnitude higher than
the observed radio luminosity of AR Sco (Marsh et al. 2016) and
two orders of magnitude higher than that of SS Cyg (Russell et al.
2016), meaning that based on radio luminosity it is unlikely that
NGC 6652B is a CV.

In non-core-collapsed clusters there is a single faint CV popu-
lation as seen through observations of the clusters 𝜔 Centauri and
47 Tucanae (Cool et al. 2013; Rivera Sandoval et al. 2018) collated
by Belloni & Rivera Sandoval (2020), with the brightest of this pop-
ulation reaching an X-ray luminosity of ∼ 1033 erg s−1. This is an
order of magnitude lower than that of NGC 6652B, again meaning
that based on X-ray luminosity it is unlikely that NGC 6652B is
a CV. The brightest CV in the X-rays in a GC, 1E1339.8+2837 in
M3, occasionally shows similar levels of X-ray brightness, variabil-
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(bottom right) rate X-ray spectral fits. The different colour maps indicate
that the contours are for two different datasets. The plot indicates how
the 𝜒2 of the fit changes as the parameter space of the photon index and
intrinsic column density is explored. The black arrow indicates that the
best-fit parameters for the high X-ray count spectrum is beyond the x-axis
limit of the plot, and the blue cross indicates the best-fit parameters for
the low X-ray count rate spectrum. The contours indicate 1𝜎, 2𝜎, and 3𝜎
levels for a single parameter of interest. The two fits are inconsistent with
each other, and the intrinsic column density for the low X-ray count rate
spectrum is inconsistent with zero at a ≥ 1𝜎 level. This indicates there is
some evidence for intrinsic absorption in the system during these periods of
low X-ray counts.

ity and spectral hardness as NGC 6652B. However, that source is
distinctly different from NGC 6652B in optical/UV bands, with a
very bright blue UV counterpart (Edmonds et al. 2004; Zhao et al.
2019), and is not detected in the radio band (Shishkovsky et al.
2020). Another population of X-ray bright CVs are intermediate
polars (IPs), which radiate most of their accretion energy as X-rays
at both low and high accretion rates (Patterson & Raymond 1985).
However, most IPs don’t show substantial radio emission (Barrett
et al. 2017), again making it unlikely that NGC 6652B could be
classified as such.

Active binaries are tidally locked stars in close binaries which
produce X-rays due to their high rate of rotation, andmake up a large
portion of faint X-ray sources in clusters. These systems generally
have X-ray luminosities of < 1031 erg s−1 (Güdel 2002). Addition-
ally, the X-ray emission for coronally active stars when not flaring
saturates at an X-ray luminosity of 10−3 of the bolometric luminos-
ity (Vilhu & Walter 1987). We have multiple X-ray observations
of this object and have measured the average X-ray luminosity of
NGC 6652B to be ∼ 2 × 1034 erg s−1. This makes it very unlikely
that NGC 6652B is an active binary.

Given the position of NGC 6652B on the radio–X-ray lumi-
nosity plane in Figure 4, a possible explanation for the system is
that it contains an accreting compact object. NGC 6652B shows
behaviours that are different to known, typical NS X-ray binaries
(NSXBs), such as Centaurus X-4 (Cen X-4). Cen X-4 is the closest
NSXB at a distance of 1.2 ± 0.3 kpc (Chevalier et al. 1989), and is
one of the few NSXB systems that can be studied in depth to under-
stand how these systems behave. Cen X-4 has been in quiescence for
over three decades (Hjellming et al. 1988), with its X-ray luminosity
(1032 erg s−1) indicating low level accretion is still occurring (Cam-

pana et al. 2000, 2004; Cackett et al. 2010; Bernardini et al. 2013).
No radio emission has been seen in quiescence down to a radio
luminosity limit of ∼ 1026 erg s−1 (Tudor et al. 2017). These obser-
vational properties are inconsistent with NGC 6652B. NGC 6652B
has a 1-10 keV X-ray luminosity of ∼ 1.8 × 1034 erg s−1, and Cen
X-4 only displays similar X-ray luminosities during a rise or fall be-
tween outburst and quiescence, which are short-lived phases. The
radio luminosity of NGC 6652B is also at least two orders of mag-
nitude higher than that of Cen X-4. Due to this, it is unlikely that
NGC 6652B is a “typical” NSXB. NGC 6652B has a higher radio
luminosity than any accreting NS observed at the same X-ray lumi-
nosity and its persistent X-ray luminosity (∼ 1034) is a signature of
unusual accretion.

Given that NGC 6652B displays observational properties in-
consistent with typical NSXB, we can expand our comparison to
more unusual classes of NS binaries, such as symbiotic X-ray bi-
naries (SyXBs). SyXBs are a small subset of binary systems that
contain a NS accreting from a late-type giant, with X-ray luminosi-
ties in the range of 1032−36 erg s−1 (Yungelson et al. 2019). The
orbital periods of SyXBs can be several years. While the X-ray lu-
minosity of NGC 6652B falls into the range expected for SyXBs,
the source cannot be a SyXB. A CMD of the cluster NGC 6652
places the optical companion to NGC 6652B on the main sequence
(Heinke et al. 2001; Engel et al. 2012), and not on the giant branch
as would be needed to be classified as a SyXB. Our spectral clas-
sification of the companion to NGC 6652B as a G-type star is also
inconsistent with the M-type stars expected in SyXBs. Due to these
factors, NGC 6652B cannot be identified as a SyXB.

To test whether NGC 6652B could contain an accreting BH,
we can compare this source to V404 Cygni, which is one of the most
well studied BHXBs due to its proximity to Earth (2.39± 0.14 kpc,
Miller-Jones et al. 2009) and well constrained orbital parameters
(Casares et al. 1992; Khargharia et al. 2010). When the source tran-
sitioned into quiescence after its 2015 outburst, theX-ray luminosity
decreased to ∼ 1033 erg s−1 and the photon index transitioned from
Γ ∼ 1.6 to Γ ∼ 2 (Plotkin et al. 2017). The observed properties
of NGC 6652B are inconsistent with these observations of V404
Cyg. NGC 6652B has a hard (Γ ∼ 1.3) X-ray spectrum which is in-
consistent with quiescent BHXBs which show Γ ∼ 2 (Plotkin et al.
2013; Reynolds et al. 2014), making it unlikely to be a BHXB in
quiescence. Further evidence against NGC 6652B containing a BH
is the variable H 𝛼 emission, unlike the broad H 𝛼 emission BHs are
expected to consistently exhibit (Casares 2015, 2016). NGC 6652B
shows double-peaked H 𝛼 emission that transitions to complete ab-
sorption on a time-scale of a couple of hours as seen in Figure 7,
which is inconsistent with known BH properties. The cause of this
variation could be an intra-binary shock or changes in the ionisation
of the material in the accretion disc.

4.3 NGC 6652B as a tMSP candidate

Based on the analysis presented in § 3 and the inconsistencies with
several “canonical” source classes in § 4.2, a possible explana-
tion for the dim, variable X-ray emission and radio emission seen
from NGC 6652B is that this source may be a tMSP candidate
in the accreting state. We observe multiple X-ray flares in the 1-
10 keV band of > 1034 erg s−1 during the Chandra observation.
The Chandra light curve in the top panel of Figure 2 shows that
the source undergoes several X-ray flaring events on time-scales
of 100s to 1000s of seconds, spending almost half of the obser-
vation in 1-10 keV X-ray flaring events up to ∼4.8 × 1034 erg s−1.
The average 1-10 keV X-ray luminosity of the source during this
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observation is ∼1.8 × 1034 erg s−1. This is consistent with earlier
observations of the source by both Coomber et al. (2011) and Stacey
et al. (2012), who reported similar unusual variability on time-scales
of ∼100 s and average X-ray luminosities of ∼2 × 1034 erg s−1 and
1.6 × 1034 erg s−1 respectively.

This behaviour is similar to the recently identified tMSP can-
didate 3FGL J0427.9-6704 (J0427, Li et al. 2020). J0427 was
observed to be in the flaring mode for the entirety of a 20 hr ob-
servation, exhibiting continuous flaring up to ∼2 × 1034 erg s−1 on
time-scales of 10s to 100s of seconds. It is possible that we are
also observing NGC 6652B in the flare-dominated accretion mode
of tMSPs due to the magnitude and frequency of the flaring events
over the course of the X-ray observation. The long-duration flaring
behaviour of NGC 6652B is also similar to that of known tM-
SPs, such as XSS J12270-4859 (J12270) which has been shown
to display several flares on time-scales of 100s of seconds during
its accretion-dominated phase (de Martino et al. 2010, 2013), and
J1023, which displayed a long flaring mode of duration ∼10 hr after
its state transition in 2013 (Tendulkar et al. 2014).

NGC 6652B also displays similarities to the new tMSP candi-
date 4FGL J0540.0-7552 (Strader et al. 2021). This source displays
a hard X-ray spectrum, and X-ray and optical variability. Addition-
ally, the source appears to consistently be in an X-ray flaring mode,
similar to the behaviour we observe in NGC 6652B and reported
for J0427. This indicates that persistent flaring activity could be a
common property in tMSPs.

The radio continuum behaviour of NGC 6652B is also consis-
tent with that of J0427. NGC 6652B displays suggestive evidence
for variability throughout the duration of the VLA observation, and
J0427 shows some variation in radio emission with no flaring events
(Li et al. 2020). This variation is also seen on longer time-scales,
with previous observations of NGC 6652B from 2016 also showing
similar moderate variability. Both sources show no evidence that
the radio emission is eclipsed, which is consistent with steady radio
outflow.

When we split the radio and X-ray light curves of NGC 6652B
by X-ray count rate and split them into regimes of high
(>0.09 counts/s) and low (≤ 0.09 counts/s) X-ray counts, there
is a hint that radio luminosity may decrease as X-ray luminosity
increases and vice versa. On the radio–X-ray luminosity plane (Fig-
ure 4), NGC 6652B sits on the track accreting BHs occupy, and the
source displays the same behaviour as J1023, where its position on
this plot changes depending on what X-ray count rate regime it is in,
allowing it to move above or below the BH correlation. However, it
should be noted that this parallel with J1023 is not exact. The posi-
tion of J1023 changes between the low and high mode, whereas it is
unknown whether NGC 6652B has any X-ray modes other than the
flaring mode. J0427 also changes position on the radio–X-ray lumi-
nosity plane, and sits on the accreting BH track. Both NGC 6652B
and J0427 display a radio/X-ray luminosity ratio much higher than
any known tMSP, however J0427 displays a higher radio luminos-
ity with higher X-ray luminosities and instead undergoes marginal
shifts along the BH correlation during changes in luminosity.

X-ray spectral analysis (§ 3.3) indicates that there is some
evidence for changes in the hardness of the emission and column
density during different X-ray count rate regimes. For low counts
(≤ 0.09 counts/s) the X-ray emission is harder, while it is slightly
softer emission at higher count rates. These properties have been
previously observed, with both Coomber et al. (2011) and Stacey
et al. (2012) observing a tendency for harder emission to be present
in low count rate regimes. Additionally, there is marginal evidence
that the column density towards the source changes subtly based on
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Figure 8. The stacked optical spectrum for NGC 6652B (bottom panel) compared to example stellar spectra for F, G and K-type main sequence stars. The
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the X-ray count rate regime (intrinsic 𝑁𝐻 in Table 3). While this
inconsistency is only seen to a ≥ 1𝜎 level as seen in the contour
plots shown in Figure 5, this behaviour of NGC 6652B has also
been previously noted by Coomber et al. (2011) and Stacey et al.
(2012), with Stacey et al. (2012) concluding that these changes
were due to an instability involving the propeller effect (Illarionov
&Sunyaev 1975). Furthermore, this conclusionwasmade before the
confirmation of the existence of tMSPs, and since their discovery
it has been discussed that the propeller effect may be present in
these systems (Papitto & Torres 2015; Deller et al. 2015). This
suggests that we may be observing NGC 6652B in an accreting state
similar to that of tMSPs where the propeller effect is present. The
changes in column density and the presence of intrinsic absorption
would then come from the propeller-driven outflow. This provides a
more physical basis for identifying NGC 6652B as a possible tMSP
candidate.

Gamma-ray emission has been detected from NGC 6652 (The
Fermi LAT collaboration 2010), which would be consistent with a
tMSP being present within the cluster. Accreting tMSPs are known
to be gamma-ray sources, with the gamma-ray flux of these systems
increasing by a factor of ∼ 5 during a state change to the accreting
state (Stappers et al. 2014;Deller et al. 2015).MSPs are also gamma-
ray emitters, and NGC 6652 contains one known MSP (DeCesar
et al. 2011, 2015) which is not associated with NGC 6652B. It is
unclear whether the gamma-ray emission originates from one of
these two sources or some other unidentified source, and further
investigation into this emission is needed.

NGC 6652B also displays double-peaked H 𝛼 emission, which
is a signature for accreting binary systems (e.g., Casares 2015,
2016). However, theH𝛼 emission is variable, and goes fromdouble-
peaked emission to full absorption over a time-scale of a couple of
hours. This is similar to the behaviour of the NS binary J1417.7-
4402 (J1417, Swihart et al. 2018). J1417 displays H 𝛼 profiles that
vary in amplitude and shape over the course of the 5.4 day orbital
period of the binary system, and it was thought that these variations
could be explained by the interactions between the pulsar wind, and
a magnetically driven wind from the companion star. If such an
intra-binary shock is present in NGC 6652B, it would disfavour the
presence of an accretion disc. However, J1417 is a different kind of
system toNGC6652B (see §4.1), consisting of a giant companion in
a wide orbit, and may display behaviours different to those present
in NGC 6652B. These variations could also be caused by changes
in the accretion disc. As the material in the disc becomes ionised,
the emission features would disappear, potentially explaining the
rapid change from emission to absorption seen in the H 𝛼 profile of
NGC 6652B.

While NGC 6652B displays many properties consistent with
known tMSPs and tMSP candidates, there are some inconsistencies
with this classification. A feature distinct to tMSPs, the bimodal
X-ray flux distribution, is not seen in the X-ray light curves of
NGC 6652B. The lack of a bimodal X-ray flux distribution may be
due to a combination of the light curve being dominated by flares
and/or the effect of the relatively large distance.

Another feature distinct to tMSPs is the anti-correlation be-
tween the radio and X-ray emission between the “active” and “pas-
sive” modes. As shown by Bogdanov et al. (2018) through simul-
taneous Chandra and VLA observations of J1023, a transition into
the X-ray low mode is accompanied with a corresponding increase
in radio flux density, with the radio flux density decreasing as the
X-ray count rate increases on the transition back to the high mode.
A consequence of this behaviour is that during the X-ray low mode,

tMSPs can enter parts of the radio–X-ray luminosity plane that were
thought to be exclusive to accreting BHs.

We do not observe any clear evidence of anti-correlated be-
haviour between the radio and X-ray light curves of NGC 6652B
(Figure 2). For a robust characterisation of the anti-correlation in
and to test thismethod on tMSPs, we calculated the ZDCF for J1023,
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3, based on the radio and X-ray
light curves presented in Bogdanov et al. (2018). The radio light
curve is binned at 30 s, and the X-ray light curve is binned at 25
s. These light curves show an X-ray flare and several radio flares,
so we investigated how the correlation function behaves when these
flaring events are included in and removed from the datasets. The
flares are those identified in Bogdanov et al. (2018). With the flares
removed from the datasets, we see a strong anti-correlation between
the two light curves at a time lag of ∼ 0 hr. However, it is clear
that the flares in tMSPs (which do not show any anti-correlation
between the X-rays and radio data) can affect the correlation func-
tion, to a level where significant anti-correlation in a light curve
dominated by flares could vanish entirely. When we calculate the
ZDCF for J1023 using the full datasets (including the flares), the
anti-correlation disappears (Figure 3). We do not see any clear anti-
correlation in the correlation function of NGC 6652B to > 99%. A
possible reason for this is that NGC 6652B is much further away
than J1023, such that we do not have sufficient sensitivity to differ-
entiate between the canonical high and low modes. We also observe
NGC 6652B in a largely X-ray flare dominated state, which may
also explain why we don’t observe any significant anti-correlation
between any existing X-ray high and low mode, again lending cre-
dence that NGC 6652B, J0427, and 4FGL J0540.0-7552, can be
considered “flare-type” tMSPs.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We conclude based on simultaneous Chandra and VLA observa-
tions in addition to older optical spectra that NGC 6652B is best
explained as a tMSP candidate in the accreting state. NGC 6652B
displays similar behaviour to other tMSPs and tMSP candidates,
most prominently several X-ray flares observed over the course of
theChandra observation. This behaviour is similar to the flaring be-
haviour of the tMSPs PSR J1023+0038 and XSS J12270-4859, and
the new tMSP candidates 3FGL J0427.9-6704 (Li et al. 2020) and
4FGL J0540.0-7552 (Strader et al. 2021). This prolonged flaring
behaviour suggests that we are observing NGC 6652B in a flare-
dominated mode which is consistent with that observed from 3FGL
J0427.9-6704 and 4FGL J0540.0-7552. The presence of doubled-
peaked H 𝛼 emission in previous optical spectra is indicative of the
presence of an accretion disc in the system at one point in the past
five years, further supporting the conclusion that we are observing
NGC 6652B in the accreting state. However, we observe a transition
to complete H 𝛼 absorption, and an alternate explanation to this is
that the H 𝛼 profile in this system is caused by the shocks between
the pulsar wind and the wind from the companion star, similar to
those observed in J1417.7-4402 (Swihart et al. 2018).

Other scenarios as to the nature of NGC 6652B include a CV,
an active binary, NSXB, and a BHXB; however each of these sce-
narios are considered less likely than a tMSP candidate explanation.
NGC 6652B has a higher radio and X-ray luminosity than known
CVs and a higher X-ray luminosity than known active binaries.
NGC 6652B has a higher radio luminosity than NSs with similar
X-ray luminosities, and while NGC 6652B sits near the correlation
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for accreting BHs, it is unlikely to be a BHXB as it displays a hard
X-ray spectrum.

An important caveat to the classification of NGC 6652B as a
tMSP candidate is that we cannot confirm that it is a tMSP until
a state change is observed. Further observations of the source are
needed. In particular, NGC 6652B would need to be monitored for
any transition into the rotation-powered MSP state, which would
confirm its transitional nature. Additional simultaneous radio and
X-ray observations would allow for any correlation between the
radio and X-ray emission to be probed, and also indicate whether
the source is still in a mode dominated by X-ray flares. Further
optical spectroscopy with a larger (8 m) telescope would allow for
a more detailed study of the optical counterpart. However, identi-
fying new tMSP candidates such as NGC 6652B is still of great
importance to tMSP science as it highlights the range of interesting
multi-wavelength behaviours that these sources exhibit, and again
demonstrates the usefulness of simultaneous radio and X-ray ob-
servations for identifying known observational characteristics of
tMSPs.
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